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Rincon Power introduces the new RXR1K MegaTactor
1500V/1200A contactor 

Carpinteria, California – Rincon Power is pleased to announce the launch of its latest flagship – the RXR1K 
contactor.  The RXR1K introduces several new features and performance enhancements, solidifying Rincon 
Power’s position as a leader in high voltage contactors, relays, and manual disconnect switches. 

The RXR1K features a ceramic seal, ensuring superior durability and thermal capability.  It also features extremely 
low contact resistance and a dual coil design, making it the lightest 1200A continuous duty contactor available on 
the market.  This advanced contactor supports megawatt charging, energy storage systems, utility scale PV 
systems, large inverters, and rail applications. 

This robust contactor boasts unparalleled switching performance, with the ability to interrupt more than 2.5MW of 
power—ideal for emergency shutdown under full load conditions.  The gas-filled inner chamber with arc 
suppression blow-out magnets allows true bi-directional current interruption. 

The RXR1K also offers an optional SPDT auxiliary feedback, providing both a normally-open and normally-closed 
status indicator.  This feature grants integrators and engineers maximum design flexibility without compromising 
safety.  The hermetically sealed enclosure protects the internals against harsh environments including dust, 
moisture, and corrosive agents, ensuring predictable superior performance over the product's lifespan, with zero 
maintenance required. 

“When it comes to performance, the RXR1K is unmatched” said Brian Munari, Business Development Manager at 
Rincon Power. “With its gas-filled ceramic design, ultra-low contact resistance, and efficient dual coil design, this 
contactor sets the standard for performance and reliability.” 

To learn more or place an order, please call +1.805.456.6424, email  info@rinconpower.com, or visit us on the web 
at www.rinconpower.com 

Markus Beck, VP of Sales 
markus@rinconpower.com 

Rincon Power, LLC 
6381 Rose Lane, Suite A 
Carpinteria, CA 93013 

Rincon Power is a leading supplier of high-performance contactors, relays, and switches designed to meet the 
needs of an electrified future.  Our products are hermetically sealed and engineered to provide superior 
performance in harsh environments and demanding applications.  Our world HQ is located in Carpinteria, California 
where our team of industry veterans and seasoned professionals draws on deep technical experience with product 
design, testing, and manufacturing all under one roof in a state-of-the art facility.  Let our experience be your 
competitive advantage. 
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